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Introduction

Evaluation Results

Mobile Data Collection Systems (MDCS) are used in low-resource
settings especially in the health sector to collect patient data.
Several security challenges are faced including secure authentication
and authorization of users.

Authentication in MDCS
 Authentication ensures that the user registered in the system is the
actual one trying to access the system.
 It is essential to have proper authentication and authorization to
ensure confidentiality and integrity of the data involved the
systems.
 In MDCS, two kinds of authentication can occur that is online
authentication and local authentication.
 Local authentication requires the user credentials to be securely
stored on the mobile device to avoid being tampered with or even
access by unauthorized persons.
 Online authentication requires an active Internet connection which
is not possible in low-resource settings.

Methods
 We undertook a systematic study and comparative analysis of the
authentication model selected MDCS namely mUzima and DHIS
2, which are systems widely used in East Africa.
 The two reference systems were setup and run to observe their
behavior and test authentication w.r.t the different dimensions of
the evaluation criteria.
 The evaluation criteria derived from the authentication
requirements for MDCS as defined in the SecureMDC framework,
a modular framework that was developed to tackle security
challenges in mobile data collection systems

Conclusions
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We present the criteria for evaluating authentication in
MDCS and findings for evaluating representative MDCS
that is mUzima and DHIS 2.
Both systems implement some form of authentication, albeit
not fully.
There is need to ensure that the data transferred and user
credentials exchanged between the mobile device and the
server are secured by encrypting it and passing it over a
secure channel.
The implementation of automatic logout needs further refine
to include other conditions for logout beyond timeout e.g.,
the window for timeout could be adjusted depending on
contextual conditions or sensitivity of the data rather than
giving users the leeway to misuse the opportunity of
resetting this time to say no time outs altogether.
We plan to implement the authenticator module of
SecureMDC framework in mUzima and the DHIS 2 Tracker
Capture app.
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